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51. INTRODUCTION 
IN THE study of diffeomorphisms of closed oriented differentiable manifolds, a coarse 
classification, e.g. up to isotopy, suggests itself as a first step. Since even this classification is 
rather difficult and in general not known until now (compare [lo]), one can weaken the relation 
further by passing over to cobordism classes of diffeomorphisms. 
This cobordism relation was introduced by Browder in [ 11, who mentioned the mapping torus 
construction as a first interesting invariant. After that, Winkelnkemper dealt with the cobordism 
groups of diffeomorphisms in his thesis[l I], and showed that each diffeomorphism of the sphere 
S” is nullbordant. On the other hand he showed that the cobordism groups of diffeomorphisms of 
4k +2-dimensional manifolds are all not finitely generated. From this he conjectured that these 
cobordism groups don’t allow a homotopy theoretical description as the ordinary cobordism 
groups do. 
Lopez de Medrano introduced the isometric structure of a diffeomorphism as a new 
cobordism invariant (IS]), and used this invariant to show that none of the cobordism groups of 
diffeomorphisms of even-dimensional manifolds are finitely generated. Furthermore he made 
some computations of diffeomorphisms of highly connected almost parallelizable manifolds. His 
method is, roughly spoken, to modify the manifolds by equivariant surgery. 
In this paper we will take a different approach. The mapping torus construction gives an 
isomorphism from the cobordism group of diffeomorphisms of m-dimensional manifolds to the 
cobordism group of differentiable fibrations of M + l-dimensional manifolds over S’. From this 
group there is a canonical homomorphism to the cobordism group &,+,(s’) of singular 
m + l-dimensional manifolds (M, f), f: M + S’ a continuous map (compare [4]). 
It is well known[8, I l] that the image of this canonical homomorphism consists of all singular 
manifolds (M, f) with signature (M) = 0. Thus it remains to determine the kernel of the canonical 
homomorphism. For this we study singular manifolds (Nm+2, g) such that g/aN is a differentiable 
fibration. Our aim is to modify N by modifications in the interior of N to obtain a differentiable 
fibration g’: N’ + S’ with g’/aN = g/aN. 
By the results of Winkelnkemper and Medrano it is clear that this can’t work for n even. But 
for n odd (n + 3) we will show that there is no obstruction. This leads to the main result of this 
paper, namely the computation of the cobordism group of diffeomorphisms of 2k + l-dimensional 
manifolds (k =k 1). Furthermore most parts of the proof work in the even-dimensional case. Thus 
we hope that one can use our method to determine the other cobordism groups, too. 
Cobordism of diffeomorphisms is the same as cobordism of Z-actions. The diffeomorphism 
corresponds to the action of 1 E Z. Thus our computation is-as far as I know-the first case of 
cobordism of G-actions for G non-compact. Many of the difficulties in the computation of the 
cobordism groups of diffeomorphisms arise from the fact that Z is non-compact. 
52. RESULTS 
Consider pairs (M”,f), Mm a compact oriented differentiable m-dimensional manifold, 
f: M + M an orientation preserving diffeomorphism. Two diffeomorphisms (M, f) and (M', f') 
of unbounded manifolds are called cobordant (in symbols (M, f) - (M', f')) if there is a 
m + l-dimensional diffeomorphism (N, F) with boundary such that a(N, F) = (M, f) + (-M', f'). 
The cobordism classes [M,f] form a group (under disjoint sum) called A,,,. 
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We need two other cobordism groups, namely the ordinary bordism group R,(X) of oriented 
singular m-manifolds in a topological space X and the cobordism group of differentiable 
fibrations of m-dimensional oriented manifolds over S’ called Ym. 
By the construction of the mapping torus M,: = M x I~,m.l,-,J,m,.O, there is defined a 
homomorphism A., --j F,,,+,, 
r.V.fI-IM,.PI 
where p is the canonical projection M, ---, S’. From the 
classification of bundles over S’ it is clear that this homomorphism is an isomorphism. 
LEMMA 1. The map A,,, + 9”+, is an isomorphism. 
IM.I1-lMpPl 
For the computation of 9” we use the canonical map 9” -+ &(S’). Neumann[8] and 
Winkelnkemper [ 1 l] have determined the image of this map. 
LEMMA 2. The image of .F,,, + R,(S’) consists of all singltlar m-manifolds [M,f] rclirh 
T(M) = 0, T(M) the Hirzebruch signature of M. 
It is well known that fI,(S’) = &@$I,,,_, [4]. The isomorphism may be described as follows. 
For [M, g] E f&,,(S’) we may assume that g is differentiable. Let x E S’ be a regular value of g. 
g-‘(x) is a I-codimensional submanifold of M with trivial normal bundle. By the condition 
[g-‘(x)] ng*[S’] = + I, where [g-‘(x)] is the element represented by g-‘(x) in H,-,(M) 
(coefficients in Z) and [S’] is the cohomological fundamental class of S’, an orientation of g-‘(x) 
is distinguished. Now the isomorphism is given by &,(S’) --f &@&,,+,. We identify n,,(S’) and 
&,@&,_, by this isomorphism. 
LM.RI-(IMJ.(I(-‘(x)l) 
The determination of the kernel of the map 9,, -+ & (S ‘) is given by the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Let (N*‘+‘, g) be a singular 2k + I-manifold in S’ (k 2 3) such that g/aN is a 
differentiablefibration. Then there exists a differentiablefibration g’: N’ -+ S’ such that N and N’ 
are bordant module boundary. 
As a consequence we deduce that the map 9ztl, +&(S’) is injective for k 2 3. Composing 
the isomorphism of A,,, and 9,,,+, with this map we obtain the following main result of this paper. 
Let A,, be the kernel of the signature. 
THEOREM 4. For m odd, m + 3, the map Cl,,: A,,, -+ n,,@&,,+, is an isomorphism. 
LM.II-_(LMI.lM,I) 
Note: Recently we succeeded also in computing the groups A,,, for m even. However since 
the required techniques are much more involved in this case we publish these results elsewhere. 
53. IDEA OF THE PROOF 
In [3] Browder and Levine prove the following result. Let (N”, g) be a singular n-manifold in 
S’ (n t 5) such that g/aN is a differentiable fibration. If r,(N) = Z and 7r, (N) is finitely generated 
for all i z 1 then g/aN extends to a smooth fibre map f: N + S’. 
The idea of their proof is as follows. Without loss of generality we may assume that g is a 
smooth map. Let x E S’ be a regular value of g. F: = g-‘(x) is a 1-codimensional submanifold of 
N with trivial normal bundle meeting JN transversally along aF. Cut N along F to obtain a 
differentiable manifold N, with corners. The boundary of NF consists of two copies F, and F, of 
F with opposite orientations and a manifold V = aNa.= fibred over the unit interval I. 
JV = 8F0 + 8F,. The corners of NF are at aFO and JF,. 
V 
Fig. 1. 
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Now suppose the following strong assumption [3, 23.1: The components of F are simply 
connected and F,, and F, are deformation retracts of N,. 
Then (NF; FO, F,) is a relative h-cobordism between (F,,, aFo) and (F,, aF,). For n > 5 the 
h-cobordism theorem implies that the given fibration of V over I can be extended to a fibration 
of N, over I with fibres F0 and F, over 0 and 1 resp. Now this fibration induces a differentiable 
fibration of N over S’ extending the given fibration g/aN. 
Browder and Levine show that under the above conditions F can be modified such that the 
assumption can be achieved. This modification can be done without changing N. 
Now in our situation we are allowed to change N, too, if only we leave the boundary 
unchanged. In fact, we will change N, by addition and subtraction of handles. We will show that, 
starting with an arbitrary NF, we can achieve a N; such that Nk and F’ are simply connected 
and the relative homotopy groups rk(Nk, F{) are all zero, which clearly implies the above 
assumption and thus proves Theorem 3. 
44. ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF HANDLES 
Consider in general compact oriented n-dimensional manifolds NF with corners, such that the 
boundary of NF consists of two copies F, and F, of F with opposite orientations and a manifold 
V with boundary dV = aFo + JF, smoothly fibred over I with fibres aFo and aF, over 0 and 1 
resp. The corners of NF shall be at JF,, and JF,. If NF has these properties we call NF 
admissible. If we identify F,, and F, we obtain a differentiable manifold without corners called N, 
whose boundary is smoothly fibred over S’. 
(a) Addition of handles. Let 1: Sk x D”-‘-’ + E be a differentiable embedding. Let lo, 1, be 
the corresponding embeddings in F, and F,. Surgery on F. and F, with lo and 1, resp. leads to 
manifolds Fh and FI. Adding handles D’+’ x D”-“-’ to NF we obtain a manifold 
N;:=NF U ,O~SkXD”-k-,~Dk+’ XD”-k-’ ” ,,(SIXD”-k-,~Dk+’ x zYk-‘. 
Fig. 2. 
Rounding the corners at li(Sk x S”-“-‘) Nk becomes a differentiable manifold with corners 
only at av. It is clear that Nk is admissible again. We say that Nk is obtained from NF by 
addition of handles via 1. 
What is the effect of this modification to N? It is obvious that N’ is obtained from N by 
surgery using an embedding of Sk x Dnek --, t? extending 1. Thus N and N’ are bordant modulo 
boundary. 
(b) Subtraction of handles. Let s : Sk -+ NF be a differentiable embedding. Suppose that this 
embedding can be changed by an isotopy to obtain two disjoint embeddings so and s,. This is 
always possible if k < n/2 or if k = n/2 and the self intersection number of the embedded sphere 
is zero. Choose differentiable embedded disjoint pathes w0 and w, connecting F, with sO(Sk) and 
F, with s,(S”) such that these pathes meet F, and s,,(S”) and FI and s,(S”) transversally. Let U,, 
and U, be disjoint regular neighborhoods of sO(Sk) U ~~(1) and s,(S”) U o,(I), so that L.4 is an 
n-dimensional manifold with boundary and Ui is homotopy equivalent to s, (Sk) U w(Z). 
Furthermore we suppose that U, fl F,, is equal to U, n F,. Remove fi,, and 0, from NF and 
round the arising corners to obtain a manifold with corners at aV only, whose boundary consists 
of manifolds Fb, F; and V. 
To show that this manifold is admissible we have to give a diffeomorphism from Fl, to FI, 
which is the identity on dFh. But F: = F, # Sv(si(Sk)), Sv(si(Sk)) the sphere normal bundle of 
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si(Sk). From the definition of si it follows that Sv(sO(.S’)) = Sv(sl(Sk)). As Sv(sO(S’)) admits an 
orientation reversing diffeomorphism and F, = -F, we conclude Fb z -F’, by a diffeomorphism, 
which is the identity on aF& Thus the obtained manifold is admissible and we call it Nk. We say 
Nk is obtained from NF by subtraction of handles via so and s,. 
N’ is cobordant to N modulo boundary. A cobordism is given by choosing a diffeomorphism 
between iJO and U,, which is the identity on U,, II F0 and identifying on the upper side of N x I 
corresponding points in UO and U, under this diffeomorphism and rounding the arising corners. 
Remark. The handle subtraction above is a special case of a more general construction, which 
is the inverse process to the addition of handles and makes the denotation “handle subtraction” 
more obvious. Consider disjoint embeddings so, sI of (Dk,Sr-‘) in (NF, F,) meeting F, 
transversally and remove disjoint open tubular neighborhoods from N,. 
Fig. 4. 
The boundary of the resulting manifold consists of manifolds F& Fi and V. But in general 
FA f F: and thus extra conditions must be imposed on so and s, to obtain an admissible manifold. 
$5. MODIFICATIONS OF THE HOMOTOPY GROUPS BY ADDITION AND 
SUBTRACTION OF HANDLES BELOW THE MIDDLE DIMENSION 
(a) Let N, be an admissible manifold. First we want to replace NF and F by simply 
connected manifolds. It is well known that we can add handles to NF as in (4a) to replace NF by 
N ;. with F’ simply connected. Furthermore by surgery in the interior of N;, we can replace N ;, 
by N’;. with N; simply connected. So we can assume in the following for the admissible 
manifolds N, that N,= and F are simply connected. 
(b) Now we inquire how the homotopy groups of (NF, Fz) are changed by addition of handles. 
LEMMA 5. Let NF be an admissible n-dimensional manifold, such that NF and F are simply 
connectedartdforak~(n-1)/2,~r(NF,Fi)={O},1<r<kri=0,l.Let l:.S’-‘XII”-“--+Fbe 
a differentiable embedding. Let a E r,_,(F) be the homotopy class represented by 1. Let Nk be 
obtained from NF‘by addition of handles via 1. 
Then (I) N& and F’ are simply connected 
(2) n,(N;., F’i) = 0, 1 < r < k 
(3) r4-,(F’) = r*-,(F)/A, &ere A is a subgroup containing a. 
Proof. Up to homotopy equivalence Nk. is obtained from N, by adjoining two k-cells. Thus 
N;. is simply connected. F’ is obtained from F by surgery with 1. Thus r,(F’) = n,(F), r < k - 1 
and TV-, = at_,(F)/A, where A is a subgroup containing a [7, Lemma 21. From this follows (1) 
and (3). 
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To show (2) denote FO: = F, - l,(S’- x fin-‘). From the long homology sequence of the triple 
(NF, FO, F,,) it follows H,(NF, FO) = H,(NF, F,,) = {O} for r < k. Decompose (N;, 8%) into (NF, &) 
and the two handles. From the relative Mayer-Vietoris sequence it follows H,(Nb, F3 = H,(N,, 
F,,) = (0) for r < k. Analogously one can show H,(Nk. F;) = {O} for r < k. Thus by the Hurewicz 
theorem a,(NL, F:) = {O}for I< r < k. q 
COROLLARY 6. Let NF be an admissible manifold with the properties of Lemma 5. By a 
seqltence of handle additions we can obtain an admissible manifold Np \c*ith the properties 
(1) N.z and F are simply connected 
(2) 7fiT,(N~,17)={O}. I<r<k 
(3) the boundary operators d,: TT~(NF, t?)+ srk-,(F) are zero. 
Proof. Let a = d,(P)E w_,(F) be in the image of d,. We may represent a by an embedded 
sphere with trivial normal bundle. For we can represent p by an embedding 
(D’, Sk-‘)-, (NF, F,), Sk-’ represents a and has a trivial normal bundle. By Lemma 5 we can kill 
a by addition of handles. Thus we can kill the image of d, step by step using the fact that nk-~(F) 
is finitely generated. 
0 
(c) Now we want to inquire handle subtractions. 
L~~bf.4 7. Let NF be an admissible n-dimensional manifold, s~tch that NF and F are simply 
connected and for a k < n/2, nTTI(NF, E) = {0} for I c r < k. Let so, SI: S” --f fi, be disjoint, 
isotopic differentiable embeddings. Let a be the element represented by SO in nh(N~). Denote the 
inclusions NF + (NF, FO) and N, + (NF, F,) by i, and i, resp. Let Nb be the admissible manifold 
obtained from NF by subtraction of handles via so and sI. 
Then: (1) N; and F’ are simply connected 
(2) T~TT,(N~, FI) = {0} for I < r < k and if 2k in -2: v~(N~, FA) = nk(N~, FJl(&, a), 
T~(NL, F;) = rk(NF, Fl)l(i,, a),where(i,.cu)means thesubgroupgeneratedbyio,a. 
(3) Zf k s(n - I)/2 and the mnps d,: 7rk(N,, F,)+ Z-~-((F) ore zero then the boundary 
operators d’: m(Nb., F:)-+ rk-,(FI) are zero. 
Proof (I) The first statement is a consequence of the van Kampen theorem. 
(2) We have H,(N.= - fi”, Fb) 2 
H,(NF,Fo), r<k 
H,(NF, FXisa), r = k 
For H,(NF - o,,, F3 = fi,((NF - OJFb) z a(N~lFo U 04 
r = k 
Now consider the triple (N, - ik,, Nb,, FA). By excision it follows that H,(N, - I?,,,, N;.) = 
H,( U,, U, - 0,). But U, is homeomorphic to the normal disk bundle Dv(sl(S”)) and UI - 0, is 
homeomorphic to the sphere bundle Sv(sj(Sk)) minus an n -2-disk. Thus for r < n -2 
H,(N, - rpr,, N;) = H,(Dv(s,(S”)), Sv(s,(S’)) = H”-‘(Dv(s,(Sk)) = H”-‘(s,(Sk)). 
The exact sequence of the triple is: 
H,+,(N, - r”l,, IV;)-* H.(N;, FA)‘H,(N, - &,, F;)+H,(N, - 00, N;) 
111 $11 
H”-‘-‘(Sk) H”-‘(Sk) 
Thus if r < k < n/2 or r = k = n/2- 1 we have H,(N, - fJ,, Fb)= H,(NL, Fb). 
Analogous statements hold for (N;., F;). From this and the equation above we conclude (2). 
(3) Consider the following commutative diagram: 
nk(yF, Fi) - nk(N;i., R,- (Ui rl Fi))= gk(y;-', F:) 
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The isomorphism follows from the exact homotopy sequence of (F,, E - ( L’, n E )). That the 
map sr,(N&, F, -(Ui rl A))- IT~(NL, F’J is surjective follows from the exact homotopy 
sequence of the triple (N;., F;, FI -(l-I, n Fi)). Thus from di = 0 we deduce d’i = 0. This ends the 
proof of Lemma 7. 
- 
u 
As a consequence of (Sa), Corollary 6 and Lemma 7 we obtain the following result 
PROPOSITION 8. Let N, be an admissible n-dimensional manifold. By addition and subtraction 
of handles one can replace N, by an admissible manifold N;., such that N& and F’ are simply 
connected and nt(N:., F:) = {0} for 2k 5 n - 2. N’ is cobordant to N modulo boundary. 
Proof. By (Sa) we may suppose that NF and F are simply connected, and by induction we 
suppose for a k I n/2 - I that r,(NF, E) = {0} for r < k. Furthermore by Corollary 6 we may 
suppose that the boundary operators d,: m(Ne, Fi)+ TV-, are the zero maps. 
Let a E rk(NF, F,). As d,(o)=0 there exists a p E rk(NF) mapped to (Y by the inclusion 
NF + (NF, Fi). Choose differentiable, disjoint, isotopic embeddings sn, sI from S” into fi, 
representing p. Now by Lemma 7 we can kill a by subtractions of handles via so and sI. Thus step 
by step one can kill the homotopy groups rrk(NF, Fi) for k 5 n/2 - I. 
96. MODIFICATIONS IN THE MIDDLE DIMENSION 
NOW we come to the end of the proof of Theorem 3. Let (N, g) be a singular 2k + I-manifold 
in S’, such that g/aN is a differentiable fibration. As remarked in 93 all we have to do is to replace 
NF by an admissible manifold N; with Nk and F’ simply connected and .rr,(NF, F:) = {0} for all r. 
For a m-dimensional compact oriented manifold M, whose boundary 8M is the union of two 
manifolds A and B with JA = aB = A fl B there exists a Poincare isomorphism H’(M, B) = 
H,-i(M, A)[9]. Thus, H’(N;., Fb)= Hx+,-,(N&, F:) and so it is sufficient to achieve 
n,(N;‘., F’J = {O} for r I k. 
By Proposition 8 we may suppose: N, and F are simply connected and r,(N,=, F,) = {0} for 
r < k. Furthermore we may suppose that the boundary operators (ii: .rr,(NF, F,)-+ r,-,(F) are 
zero. All admissible manifolds considered in the following are supposed to have these properties. 
Before we show that we can kill rk(NF, Fi) we will prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 9. Let NF be as aboce. rn(N~, Fo) z nk(N~, FI). 
Proof. As (N,, E) is k - l-connected we only have to show H~(NF, F(j) s Hk(Ne, F,). From 
the equation of Euler numbers e(N,=, Fi) = e(NF)- e(Fi) it follows e(NF, F(j) = e(NF, FI). This 
and the Poincare duality lead to the following equation for Betti numbers: bk+l(NF, Fo) - 
bk(NF, FO) = bk+,(NF, F,)- b,(NF, F,). Using Poincare duality again we obtain br(NF, Fo) = 
b, (NF, F,). 
Poincare duality and the universal coefficient theorem show Tar H~(NF, Fd~Tor 
Hk”(NF, F,) =Tor R(NF, F,). cl 
The following lemma will end the proof of Theorem 3. 
LEMMA 10. Let NF be as above. By a sequence of subtractions of handles one can replace N, by 
N;. with n,(N;,, F’i) = (0) for r I k. 
Proof. As .rrk(NF, FO) = vk(NF, F,) it is sufficient to deal with one of them. From Lemma 7.2 
and 3 we know that the general properties imposed on NF in this section are not changed if we 
replace NF by Nk obtained from N, by subtraction of handles. Thus we can consider R(NF, FJ 
instead of nk(NF, F,,). 
First we have to investigate in general what happens with H~~(NF, F,) if we do handle 
subtractions. Let so and s, be disjoint isotopic differentiable embeddings of Sk into I’?F and make 
handle subtractions via so and s, to obtain Nk. 
Consider the following diagram (compare [2], p. 102) 
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R(N, - U&o U U,) = H,(N;F.. Fb) 
The horizontal sequence is the exact sequence of the triple (NF, NF - U,, FO). The vertical 
sequence is the exact sequence of the triple (NF - U,, F0 U UO. FJ. /3 is the element represented 
by a fibre of the normal sphere bundle of s,(S’) embedded in NF - U, and P’ is the element 
represented by sO(S’). 
The map k,: Hk+,(NFI F,)+ Z is x * x 0 ilea, the intersection number of x and i, *(I, where 
a E Hk(NF) is the element represented by s,(S”). For let (D’+‘, S”) be a fibre of the normal disk 
bundle of s,(Sk) embedded in (NF, N,= - U,), then (D““, Sk) represents a generator [Dk+‘, S’l 
of Hk+,(NF, N, - U,) = Z. Thus k,(x) = ax[Dk”, Sk]. But from [Dk+‘, S*]oi,,a = 1 it follows 
k,(x) = xoi,*a[D’+‘, Sk]. 
From the diagram it follows by a standard argument that Hk(Nk, Fb)/(j;p)= 
&(NF, Fo)/o’&‘) or as j*p’ = &a: Hk(N;-, FMj;B)= Hk(NF. Fo)/(io*a). 
Cl 
The Poincart isomorphism in homology is given by 
(*) Now if i,,a is a generator of an infinite cyclic summand, it follows that k, in the diagram 
above is surjective and thus Hk(Ni?, FlJ = Hk(NF, FJ(i,a). 
If i,,a is torsion, the intersection number xOi,*a is zero, thus k, is the zero map. If 
furthermore &a is a torsion element of order s we deduce from the diagram above that there 
exists r E Z such that s/3’ + tp = 0. If t = 0, j:p has infinite order, if t =I o, j;B is of order It 1. 
(**) If t = 0 and &a rf: 0, it follows that Hk(Ni?, Fb)/Tor = Hk(NF, Fo)lTor @ Z and 
ITor &(N;_, %)I < ITor Hk(NF, Fo)l. 
If I + 0 we would like to have )f I< s. To achieve this we have to alter the choice of so. We need 
the following simple lemma. 
LEhIbiA. Let Eke’ -+ Sk be a k + l-vector bundle and so: Sk ---, SE a section into the associated 
sphere bundle. Let j?, p’ be the generators of Hk (SE) given by a fibre of the sphere bundle and the 
section so. Then for any m E Z there exists a section &: Sk -+ SE, such that p’ = /3’ + m/?, where 
p’ is the element represented by So. 
Proof of the lemma. Let D+’ be the upper hemisphere of Sk and h : SEID+k + D+’ X Sk be a 
trivialization. We can change so by a homotopy, such that hosolD+* is of the form x ~6, *), * a 
fixed point of Sk. Let f: (D+k, Sk-‘)-, (A’“, *) be a map of degree m. Then 
“:= - 1 
so(x), x E D-’ 
h-‘(x,f(x)), x ED+’ 
has the desired property. cl 
Now in the situation above we may assume that so is a section in the normal sphere bundle of 
s,(Sk). Replace so by So as in the lemma and call the element represented by s,,(S*) in 
Hk (NF - UI, Fo) by 6’. From @ + t/3 = 0 and a’ = B’ + m/3 it follows from spf + (t - ms)/3 = 0. 
Thus we can choose & such that the order of j;p is smaller than s, or infinite (***). 
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 10. First we want to replace NF by N; with 
Hk (Nb, Fb) torsion. SUppOSe that the Betti number b, (NF, Fo) + 0. Then there exists a E rk (NF) 
with the property: &a is a generator of an infinite cyclic summand and i,,cu has infinite order or 
i,,a is a generator of an infinite summand and &a has infinite order. For otherwise there are yo, 
yI E nk(NF) with io,yo and i,,y, generators of infinite summands and il,yo and iwy, torsion. But 
then y, + yz has the desired property. 
For a with the property above choose disjoint isotopic differentiable embeddings SO and SI of 
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S’ into N, representing Q. From (*) it follows bt(N;, F,) < bt(NF, Fo). Thus step by step we can 
achieve that H,(N,, FO) is torsion. 
Now suppose that Hk (NF, FO) is torsion and a E s;,(N,) with ioccr i 0. Then by (**) and (***) 
we can choose embeddings so and sI of Sk in fiF representing a, such that ]Tor H,(Nk., FA)I < 
/Tor H~(NF, Fo)l . Hk (Nk, Fb)/Tor is {0} or Z. 
If Hk(Nk, Fb)/Tor is Z, we have j;@ = b E Z = H,(N;, F;)/Tor where /3 is as in the diagram 
above represented by a sphere in F’, orthogonally to s,(9). So ITor H,(Nh, F31= ITor HL(N,=, 
F,,)l- b -order &CL Now we can find CZ’ E TV such that i;,a’ generates I-L(NL, F’JTor 
and i&cr generates a e 2 c H,(Nk, F&)/Tor for some a with 0 < a 5 b. This is done by modifying 
any (I’ with ii * 0’ primitive by a suitable multiple of p. Then we do subtraction of handles with a’ to 
replace N& by flp with H,(NF, FJ = R(NL-, Fb)/(’ roea’). Thus H,(NF, FO) is torsion and its order 
is ]Tor H,(Nk, Fb)l+ a, which is smaller than the order of Hk(NF, F,,). 
So by a finite sequence of these steps we may kill Hk ( NF, F,,). This ends the proof of Theorem 3. 
Cl 
57. APPLICATIONS 
In this final part we will give some simple applications. First we want to deal with the 
connection between the algebraic structures on Diff (M) given by composition of 
diffeomorphisms and on A,, given by disjoint union. There is a canonical map no(Diff (M)) 3 A, 
and one may ask, if it is a homomorphism. 
(Mf)_IMJI-IM.ldl 
PROPOSITION 12. Let M be a closed oriented differentiable odd dimensional manifold of 
Proof. Identify A,, with Q,,@$L+,. Then the map becomes no(Diff (M))-, fl,,@k,+,. It is 
(MJ)--<O.lM,I) 
well known that in R,,,,, the equality [MjR] = [M,] + [M,] holds. A cobordism is given by the 
fibration over the twice punctured 2-disk with fibre M arising by cutting up (II’- (01’ U Dz’)) X 
M along the dotted lines and pasting together again with Id x f and Id x g as in Fig. 5. 
Fig. 5. 
Remark. For dimension M even, Winlelnkemper[ 1 l] has shown that in general the map above 
isn’t a homomorphism. 
Now we inquire into the special case of diffeomorphisms of stably parallelizable manifolds. 
PROPOSITION 13. Let M be a closed oriented differentiable stably parallelizable manifold of odd 
dimension (4~ 3). Then each difleomorphism f: M -+ M is nullbordant. 
Proof. All we have to show is that all Pontrjagin- and Stiefel Whitney numbers of M, vanish. 
Consider the Wang sequence: H’(M)+ H’(M) 5 Hk+‘(M,)+Hk”(M). As M is stably 
parallelizable all characteristic classes lie in the image of 6. On the other hand for 
x,y E H*(M): 6(x) U 6(y) = 0. Thus all mixed characteristic numbers of M, vanish. As the 
signature and the Euler number of M, are zero, the top Pontrjagin- and Stiefel Whitney numbers 
vanish too. 
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Remark. This generalizes the result of Winkelnkemper for spheres mentioned in the 
introduction. For even-dimensional manifolds Medrano has given counterexamples to 
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